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EDITORIAL

On the occasion of the 13th Friend’s Hand Annual Meet, it 
gives me great pleasure and pride to see how far we have come 
and what we have achieved. The perseverance, hard work and 
dedication of our volunteers has brought us this far.

On the same note I feel proud and delighted that this is the tenth 
issue of our annual publication- Friend’s Hand. This has only 
been possible due to the continued support and sponsorship of 
Beximco Pharmaceuticals and their multimedia team.  Friend’s 
Hand is the voice of our survivors and their friends and family. 
This is a milestone in our journey and we pray that there will be 
many more such successes we can showcase.

In June this year we lost our dear friend and breast cancer 
survivor Luthfunessa Islam. She was one of our founder 
volunteers who had been with us since our birth as an 
organization. A quiet, dignified and dedicated personality, she 
counseled and supported countless breast cancer patients and 
participated passionately in all our Friend’s Hand activities and 
awareness programs. She will be sadly missed but her memories 
will surely inspire our volunteers as an example of what we can 
achieve through sheer dedication. We pray for her eternal peace 
and may Allah give solace and comfort to her family to bear 
this irreplaceable loss.

I urge all our friends and sponsors to continue to support us in 
any way possible in all our endeavors. This is our celebration of 
life and we need your help in all our good intentions in assisting 
and supporting breast cancer patients in their journey through 
their difficult treatment period and life afterwards.

On behalf of Friend’s Hand I express my sincerest gratitude to 
all our generous sponsors who support us throughout the year 
and especially at this time at our annual event. Without their 
extended support our efforts would not have become reality.

I wish everyone a happy and joyous celebration as we step into 
our 14th year of serving breast cancer patients. May Allah be 
with us and bless us all.

Dr Syeda Hasina Azam
Consultant Surgeon
President
Friend’s Hand, Breast Cancer Support Society
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Greetings from Thailand

Dear Hasina

On behalf of the Bangkok Breast Cancer Support Group, may 
I send you our warmest best wishes from Thailand. We were 
delighted last year to welcome you and your friends from the 
support group to the Queen Sirikit Centre for Breast Cancer, 
King Chulalongkorn Hospital and Medical School. 

 It was a special experience to meet you all and for all our 
members to exchange and share ideas. The over-riding 
impression I have of your visit is that breast cancer has the same 
impact on women, wherever they are in the world.  The value 
of support groups, whether it be in Bangladesh or Thailand, is 
priceless. If we can mutually continue to offer a supporting hand 
to anyone who has to face this unwanted visitor, then I feel we 
are giving a valuable service. 

The purpose of any support group is to enable a woman and 
indeed her family, to grow in strength emotionally through the 
treatment process. To see a woman emerge from the experience 
of breast cancer, as an empowered individual, can perhaps, be 
one positive outcome of this diagnosis. The merit of spending 
time with other caring supporters, who understand the twists 
and turns of the breast cancer journey, is  a remarkable gift that 
I hope our two support networks will continue to provide long 
into the future, in our different parts of the world. 
 
I wish you all the very best as you continue your caring work 
and friendship.

              
 

Khunying Finola Chatamra
Honorary Advisor of the Queen Sirikit Centre for Breast Cancer 
and the Thai Red Cross Society 
Honorary Advisor to the Bangkok Breast Cancer Support 
Group.
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MESSAGE

It was a crushing blow for me, in 2010, when I first learned 
that my mother was suffering from breast cancer. There is 
something in the word cancer that frightens even the most 
resolute and I was no different. With very little prior knowledge 
about cancer, my ignorance about the disease contributed 
more towards that fear than anything else. However, that 
changed once I met Dr. Hasina Azam and got to learn more 
and more about this malady. We first heard about Dr. Hasina 
from my son, as she happens to be the mother of my son’s very 
good school friend Iftikhar. My mother and I found her to be 
very amicable and professional in every step of the treatment. 
We were slowly able to fight away our fears as we gathered 
strength from Dr. Hasina’s expertise in handling the disease. 
The operation performed by her on my mother turned out to 
be so successful that my mother is still leading a very normal 
healthy life for the past 4 years even at the age of 81.

 Gradually our understanding also grew about the disease and 
over time meeting with numerous other breast cancer survivors 
our belief that cancer is a battle we are destined to lose started 
to slowly change. By the Grace of Allah and all the help that 
we received from the doctors I am thankful to find my mother 
still resiliently fighting the disease. Her faith and the support 
that she is receiving from friends and family are certainly what 
provides her with the strength and determination to persevere.
 
My mother and I express our heartfelt gratitude to Dr. Hasina 
Azam for her continuous effort in helping breast cancer 
patients. I particularly laud her initiative to assist breast cancer 
patients through the voluntary organization ‘Friend’s Hand’. 
The psychological and emotional support that the patients 
and their family receive is I believe as important as medical 
treatment in managing this disease.

I wish Dr. Hasina Azam and Friend’s Hand-Breast Cancer 
Support Society great success and I pray that Allah blesses 
your gathering.

Vice Admiral M Farid Habib, ndc, psc
Chief of Naval Staff
Bangladesh Navy
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I am delighted and honoured to be a part of Friend’s Hand 
Breast Cancer Support Society’s 13th Annual Meet.

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women 
worldwide and the diagnosis can be especially shocking and 
challenging for a woman. But women with breast cancer along 
with their family members should understand that diagnosis 
of cancer is not a death sentence; if detected early a segment 
of patients can be treated properly. In these circumstances, 
Friend’s Hand Breast Cancer Support Society is playing 
an essential role in providing specific treatment and mental 
support to patients and their families as well as making them 
able to cope with the illness and medical procedures. Their 
splendid effort also plays a vital role in promoting awareness 
about breast cancer throughout Bangladesh.
 
I personally thank Dr. Syeda Hasina Azam for her continued 
cordial and enthusiastic effort for the establishment of Friend’s 
Hand which may be the center of inspiration for breast cancer 
patients, their friends and families.

I wish the Annual Meet great success and may Allah bless all 
breast cancer patients and their friends and family.

Rabbur Reza
Chief Operating Officer
Beximco Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

MESSAGE



Miss Me, But Let Me Go

When I come to the end of the road
And the sun has set for me
I want no rites in a gloom filled room
Why cry for a soul set free?

Miss me a little, but not for long
And not with your head bowed low
Remember the love that once we shared
Miss me, but let me go.

For this is a journey we all must take
And each must go alone.
It’s all part of the master plan
A step on the road to home.

When you are lonely and sick at heart
Go to the friends we know.
Laugh at all the things we used to do
Miss me, but let me go.

   Edgar A Guest
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Dr Jhorna Khan 
is a very sensitive artist at 

heart. She loves nature and the 
effect it has on people. This 
poem was written by her in 
consolation to a dear friend 
of ours who recently lost her 

husband to cancer.
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A letter to Nanu
June 25 2014

Dear Nanu,

I love you my grandmother. You are so 
good. I think you are fine. I know you 
love me very much; I also love you very 
much. May Allah give peace to you and 
I wish you will go to Jannat. I am so 
sad because you are gone. I cannot meet 
you. I cannot listen to stories from you 
anymore. My mother is crying every time 
for you. And me also. Ammu told me that, 
you are around us; you can see us and can 
see what we are doing. But why can’t we 
see you, or hear you? I know you can see 
me writing to you. I love you very much 
Nanu. We miss you. Please Nanu come in 
my dreams.
 
Your dearest granddaughter.

Lamia Nowshin (Adiba)

Lamia Nowshin 
is the grand daughter of 

Luthfunessa Islam who was a 
breast cancer survivor. She is a 

student of class 4.
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Life with Nanu 
Rayan Rahman

Whenever I think of my nanu, I feel very sad as she is no 
more with us. However, I want to write something about 
her because she is one of my favorite persons. Since my 
birth till 2009, we lived in the same building in two different 
floors. I can remember only a little that far back, but I know 
that we lived together at that time. She took good care of me 
when ammu was in office.

When I see the old pictures, I can find nanu with me in 
many places that I visited with abbu and ammu. We went to 
Darjeeling, Kathmandu, Pokhara, Nagorkot, Cox’s Bazaar, 
Sylhet and Madaripur.   When I left Bangladesh for Japan 
in 2009 I was six years old. And when I was eight years old 
nanu visited us at Nagasaki in Japan at our house. We were 
very excited to see her after a long time. She was with us for 
3 months and she taught me how to play chess and other 
games of cards. She always played loosely so that I could 
win. Sometimes my Japanese friend named ‘Hiroki’ came 
to my house and we played with nanu together. And when I 
finished my school every day, nanu came to pick me up. My 
friends asked me in Japanese, “Is she your grandmother?’’ 
and I always said “yes” proudly. I wanted to show them that 
I also have a grandmother. One night I was woken up by 
some sounds and found nanu snoring! The next morning 
when I told her about her snoring she laughed.  I really 
wondered how the sound was made and I could hear it….. 

She enjoyed Japan a lot, but the winter was tough for her. 
For the first time in her life she saw snow in Japan. We went 
to a shushi bar, but nanu could not eat shushi. We went 

Rayan 
is the grandson of 

Luthfunessa Islam. He is a 
student of STD-V, Junior 

Laboratory School.
He is eleven years old and 
his hobbies are learning 

languages, cycling, reading 
books and travelling.
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to many places in Japan like Fukuoka, Shimabara, 
Yojima Island together, by speed train, car or ship.  
She was amazed to see the underground market 
of Fukuoka. Dr. Polly aunty gave us a car ride to 
Shimabara. Shimabara has a living volcano and the 
area looked like real hell. Nanu was afraid when 
we were there. When we visited Yojima Island, we 
hired 3 electric bicycles for us. But nanu could not 
ride a bicycle. So she sat on the carrier of a cycle 
behind abbu and abbu cycled. Nanu balanced her 
body so well sitting on the carrier of the cycle.
 
It was really a great experience for me to have 
nanu with us in Japan and I also enjoyed a lot. 
After nanu left Japan, I was a little sad. But when I 
thought I have one more year and then I would see 
her again- I felt ok. Then after a year, in April 2013 
we left Japan for Bangladesh and I saw nanu again. 
I learned to pray with her. In November 2013 we 
changed our house to Rayer Bazar and then nanu 
broke her leg. It was then that she came to our 
house and lived with us for two month. My school 
was also closed. My fupi, nanu and I played many 
games together like ludu and card games.
 
I can remember whenever my mother got angry 
with me I always ran to nanu and she embraced 
me. Nanu was always with me from my birth till 
June 11 2014. She will always be with me in my 
memories. 

Luthfunessa Islam 
was a breast cancer patient 
since 2002. She regularly 
wrote articles and poems 

for Friend’s Hand. She 
loved to travel. She has 

visited several asian 
countries including Japan, 

Malaysia, Singapore, 
Nepal and India. She 

was an active and sincere 
volunteer of Friend’s 
Hand-Breast Cancer 
Support Society and 

has counseled countless 
breast cancer patients, and 

taken part in numerous 
awareness activities.
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Condolence
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Mahbuba Ahmed 
is an active member and 

counselor and a volunteer of 
Friend’s Hand. She is a house 

wife and has done Master’s 
in sociology. Her husband is 
a Professor and is a retired 
principal of a government 

college. She has one son and 
two daughters. She hails from 

Rajshahi but resides in her 
own apartment in Lalmatia, 

Dhaka.
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Bangkok TripBangkok Trip

Dr Hasina with Dr Kris Chatamra and Finola
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The Queen Sirikit Centre for 
Breast Cancer

Dr Syeda Hasina Azam

Last November we visited Bangkok as part of our foreign 
networking program. A group of seven of us from Friend’s 
Hand together with five other friends made our trip to 
Thailand. It was a memorable experience for us. Based in 
the King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital it is an important 
part of the hospital dealing with all aspects of breast cancer 
care from diagnosis, treatment, to counseling and support 
for the patients. We had the good fortune of meeting Dr Kris 
Chatamra and his wife Finola Chatamra the founders of the 
centre and the wonderful group of women working with the 
Bangkok Breast Cancer Support Group.

The centre was officially opened on 11 June 2005 by Her 
Majesty the Queen of Thailand with her patronage and her 
keen interest and support. The original idea of the Breast 
Cancer Centre came from Dr Kris Chatamra, a consultant 
surgeon and oncologist who returned to Thailand after 30 
years in the UK. The centre’s aim was to provide state-of-
the-art service for women that would ensure a fast, efficient 
and cohesive diagnostic and treatment service. Statistics in 
Thailand showed an ever increasing number of breast cancer 
patients needing treatment. Thus the plan developed to build 
the centre which in the words of the Queen should be a 
“sanctuary for women in need”. 

The centre consists of in-patient wards, out-patient clinics, 
operating theatre facilities, a chemotherapy day-care unit, 
radiotherapy and the most modern diagnostic and therapeutic 
facilities available anywhere in the world. Dr Chatamra 
has developed a team of specialists who are current in their 
approach to their field of specialty and working together very 
closely. They include surgeons, pathologists, radiologists, 
radiotherapists and nurse counselors who have a great deal 
of experience. The multidisciplinary approach to patient 
management ensures the best possible results in care. Breast 
preservation whenever possible is also a core philosophy of 
the centre allowing a woman to have the best cosmetic result 
after surgery, and it is definitely emotionally  less  traumatic.  
Nurse  counselors  trained specifically in the UK and USA 
follow   patients   through    every    stage  of   their   treatment 

Dr Hasina Azam
is a practicing surgeon. She is the 

founder president of Friend’s Hand, 
Breast Cancer Support Society. 

Her interests are in supporting and 
counseling cancer patients, writing, 
travelling and spending time with 
friends and family. She lives and 

practices in Dhaka.

plan, offer emotional support and re-explain 
any aspect of treatment. The patients also 
have access to the volunteers of the Bangkok 
Breast Cancer Support Group for emotional 
support.

We were greeted warmly by Finola Chatamra 
who is also an honorary adviser to the centre. 
The members of the support group were also 
present. All were dressed in pink T shirts 
and very soon our survivors and volunteers 
were chatting together with them over tea 
and refreshments. Dr Kris arrived and after 
a short welcome and introduction, gifts and 
support group badges were exchanged. Dr 
Kris gave an enlightening talk on the history 
and activities of the centre. Then he took us 
around the centre to show us the different 
departments and facilities housed under one 
roof, thus being so convenient as a one stop 
centre for the treatment of breast cancer 
patients. The facilities and equipment were 
indeed enviable and the services rendered 
were amazing.

We met up with the Bangkok Breast Cancer 
Support Group members who had an office 
in the basement. Wigs, soft padding, silicon 
prostheses, dietary advice and counseling 
were all undertaken by these great women 
who worked voluntarily to support other 
women in need. We were then hosted a 
lovely lunch at The Polo Club. Transport 
was provided for us throughout the day’s 
program. We made many new friends and the 
atmosphere was very friendly and cordial.

After a day or two of sight-seeing and 
shopping we left Bangkok with many new 
and refreshing memories and ideas. The aim 
of our trip to enlighten ourselves and learn 
from new experiences was fulfilled and our 
minds were wistful to the dream of building 
such a centre in Dhaka for our own breast 
cancer patients. We shall endeavor to work 
towards that goal. We gratefully thank our 
newly found friends of Bangkok for giving us 
the opportunity to have this warm friendship 
so that we can improve our own resources.

Daljeet Saluja president of Bangkok Breast Cancer 
Support Group with us.
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Professor Bilkis Begum 
was Chairman of the 

Department of Fine Arts, 
Rajshahi University. She 
loves art and poetry. She 
has interest in recitation 
and painting as well as 

in writing. Currently she 
is residing in Vancouver, 

Canada with her two 
daughters.
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Zakia Haque 
is one of our senior most 

breast cancer survivors. She 
successfully went through 

all her treatment protocols. 
Though she suffered from 
depression at that difficult 

time she overcame her 
mental state and is a happy 

smiling personality. She is an 
avid poetry writer and loves 
to recite her self-composed 

writings. She actively 
participates in the Friend’s 

Hand sharing sessions.

Hosne Ara Alam 
is a breast cancer survivor. 
She is a retired government 
college teacher. She likes to 

write poetry and recite when 
she can. She lives in Dhaka. 

Her daughter is a doctor 
living abroad.
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My Mother, My Inspiration
Sazia Sanzana

Words fall short when I try to describe my mother, Mahbuba 
Ahmed. She is my endless source of confidence, my perfect 
role model, and an absolute inspiration. She has faced so much 
hardship in life that it’s amazing how she manages to stand up so 
firm. It’s unfathomable.

Seven years ago, on the 7th of November 2006, my mother was 
diagnosed with breast cancer. Being a seven year old child at that 
time, I had a vague idea about cancer. It did seem quite daunting 
by the look on everyone’s face when they got to know about 
it. As I was only seven years old, I failed to recall much but I 
do remember how she had burst into tears when she got back 
home from the hospital. I had never seen my mom shedding tears 
before that. I was so clueless that I did not know how to react 
when I got to know that she had cancer. However, she managed to 
summon all her courage and decided to fight against cancer. She 
started her treatment as soon as it was possible. Her surgeon was 
Dr. Hasina Azam and her oncologist was Dr. Parveen Shahida. 
Under their valuable guidance, my mother was scheduled a 
monthly dose of chemotherapy followed by surgery after she 
was done with her chemo. Her operation went successfully by 
the Grace of Almighty.
 
Soon enough, she became a volunteer of Friend’s Hand; an 
organization that promotes the necessity of breast cancer 
awareness and also encourages cancer survivors to live a healthy 
and happy life.  It did not take her long to lead the life she was 
once used to. Instead, she became stronger than ever. She started 
attending breast cancer awareness programmes and also travelled 
within the country and abroad. All of these really diverted her 
mind to such an extent that she started focusing on the good 
things in life only.

It is impossible to imagine life in her absence. If it weren’t for 
her, I would be a completely different person. She is the one 
who holds our family together in times of severe crisis and I 
cannot help thanking her enough for that. Hands down, she did a 
remarkable job in raising three children. She chose to look after 
us and give us all the time in the world instead of building a 
career of her own. Being the youngest child, my mother has never 
made me feel I was being ignored even when I was throwing my 
unnecessary tantrums. She always tries to look at things from my 
perspective and correct me when I am wrong. She is so aware 
about my likes and dislikes that she can write a whole book on it. 
Her love for me is unconditional and so is mine for her.

Sazia Sanzana 
is the youngest and third 
child of Mahbuba Ahmed 
a breast cancer survivor, 
volunteer and counselor. 

She is a student of standard 
10 in St. Francis Xavier’s 
Greenherald Int. School. 
She was born and raised 

in Dhaka. She has an elder 
brother, Ifte and a sister, 

Faria.  Sazia loves reading 
books, listening to music 

and watching television in 
her leisure time.

As many say, cancer is treatable if not 
completely curable. In 2013, on the 24th 
of November, she was diagnosed with lung 
problems. I was a 9th grader when I was 
told that the cancer cells had spread to her 
lungs. By then I was aware of what a threat 
cancer was to her life. I was completely 
shattered. It seemed that I travelled back 
seven years to the past, being the child I 
was then, failing to wrap my mind around 
what would happen next. My brain could 
not process such a shock. I hoped that all of 
this was just a bad dream and I would wake 
up any moment. If only I could change 
reality.

What really encouraged me to stay strong 
was my mother’s optimistic view. She 
soon started her treatment. She took all her 
scheduled chemo and she is now receiving 
herceptin which will continue for about a 
year. I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank Dr. Hasina and Dr. Parveen for 
their continuous support. The world needs 
more people like them to make it a better 
place. I also want to express my gratitude 
to everyone who kept my mother in their 
prayers.
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FATHER’S DAY
Naila Ahsan

Hey Papa, 

I have a lot of things to tell you. Firstly, you never let go of my hand 
since the day I was born. If there were better and infinite languages 
to describe my love for you, it wouldn’t be enough. You have no 
idea how lucky I am to get such a father like you. You treat me like 
I deserve the peak of the BEST. I don’t know whether I could be 
the perfect daughter but all I know is you’re the perfect father ever. 
I love you so much that it’s infinite. When I cry, you cry. When I 
suffer, you are sad. That’s how it is.

You’re the reason for my strength. And without you my life would 
have been dark and incomplete. I can’t thank Allah enough because 
I have you. Allah could not come and look after me all the time. So 
he sent this “ANGEL”. He is my dad. I still remember the day you 
started weeping while I was in the hospital suffering a critical stage 
and my life was in danger. I never saw you crying before. But since 
that day I saw your love for me.
 
Whatever I want, you give me. No matter how hard the task is to 
get that particular thing, but you arrange it for me- only for my 
happiness. You’re a courageous man. You are not that sensitive at 
all. But yes, I saw your weakness for me. So I know, you love me 
a lot. Even if mom says “no”, you are the one who agrees to my 
demand. You are honestly the best father ever. Above all you are 
not only my dad, but my best and truest friend. I might misbehave 
with you, but at the very end I conclude by crying and of course you 
forgive me. You scold me for my betterment. And I am proud to call 
you, “MY DAD”!

I love you dad.

Happy Father’s Day!

 

Naila Ahsan 
studies in the seventh grade in 

DPS STS School. She is fourteen 
years old. She loves to paint, 
music, swim, do karate, read 

books and play sports. She also 
likes to help the old, sick, poor 

and underprivileged people 
whenever she gets a chance.
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Mrs Nurjahan Begum 
is a breast cancer survivor. 

She is a widow and has three 
children all living in the UK. 

She is a keen traveller and 
loves to visit new places. 

She has been to Singapore, 
Malaysia, Thailand, Japan, 
China, UK, and the USA 

besides visiting many places 
in Bangladesh itself. She 

lives in Dhaka. This is her 
first hand at writing.
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Asakusa Kannon Temple
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Many people find fulfilment in life through the simplest things. 
Often, it is such people that are the happiest. Having realised 
this a few years back, I have made it a habit to enjoy certain 
simple joys whenever I get the opportunity!

Tickling Someone

Or to be more accurate – tickling someone who is actually 
ticklish! Different people have different reactions: some will 
jump about like a maniac, whereas other will hold their breath 
and look like they are constipated! The most hilarious are those 
who get tickled even before you touch them!

Watching a Beautiful Sunset

I started admiring sunsets in my high-school days when I 
used to haunt the streets of Dhaka. That slowly progressed 
to sunsets at Vancouver beaches. Each setting brings its own 
flavour. However, the most special are sunsets in a remote area, 
where you are completely alone with your “special someone”.

Gorging on Junk Food

Especially at 3am in the morning! As adults, we often get 
lost and tangled in abstaining from unhealthy food. The joy 
mostly comes from breaking the rules and being blissfully free 
– if only for a short, sweet moment! The pleasure is further 
amplified by amazing sensations triggered by our tastebuds!

SIMPLE JOYS
Iftikhar Azam

Iftikhar Azam 
is currently working as a Design 
Engineer for a Vancouver-based 
consulting company in Canada. 

He graduated from the University 
of British Columbia in Cana-

da. Along with writing articles, 
his favourite pastimes include 

playing sports, watching movies, 
exploring new places and spend-
ing time with friends and family. 

Relaxing with a Good Book

A good book can be enjoyed in so many different ways. I frequently 
read at night, relaxed on my bed, before going to sleep. However, 
my favourite setting would be nestled in a lounge outdoors in a 
peaceful, quite place. If the book falls in the “perfect” category, 
the sensation of fulfilled joy knows no bounds. It is a shame that 
“perfect” books are such rare gems.

Climbing a Tree

The first tree I climbed was the mango tree in front of my house 
when I was in grade 4. Every afternoon, tired of waiting for my 
house guard to return from his prayers and unlock the gate, I used to 
the climb the mango tree, jump over the wall, and join my friends to 
play on the streets! Since then, whenever I have come across a tree 
that has very low branches, I have not left it unclimbed!

Being with Family

This is a joy only appreciated by people who usually live alone. 
Just being near a dear family member, someone who knows you 
inside-out and loves you unconditionally, makes life all that more 
meaningful. The fulfilment comes in sharing your life, and in the 
security that someone is watching over you. On the flip side, for 
those who are constantly with family, their true joy would be the 
moments they find to themselves!

Coasting down a Hill on a Bike

No effort required, no fuel consumed, no engine noise! You just sit 
back and let gravity do the work! You can go faster than you would 
be capable by yourself! The exhilaration grows with speed, as you 
flirt more audaciously with danger. The final fulfilment comes when 
you perfectly execute the stunt with no accidents! Don’t do this 
while looking at girls (I made this painful mistake a few years ago)!

Completing a Good Article

Writing a truly good article is never as easy in reality as it is in your 
head! The first requirement is a good idea: and such ideas usually 
just “come”. Good ideas cannot be forced (though going to the 
bathroom helps)! After that, a flow of writing is needed. Few things 
are more frustrating than a writer’s block! All these obstacles make 
article-writing an achievement on its own! But at the moment that 
final sentence is written, there are few people happier in the world 
than the writer!



Sharing

Guest speaker 
Mrs Rahima Sultana Rita 



Holy Cross College, Meena Bazaar

Friend’s Hand received 2nd prize for best stall at the Meena Bazaar 

Holy Cross College, Seminar



12th Annual Breast Cancer Support Society Meet 
October 2013

12th Annual Breast Cancer Support Society Meet 
October 2013

Sister Joseph Mary of Holy Cross College presenting mementos to the volunteers
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Participation by the children of 
Caring Glory



Picnic at Arunapolli, Jahangirnagar Picnic at Arunapolli, Jahangirnagar
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EXPLORING SOUTHAMPTON
Mita Rahman

Many years ago, when my dear friend Hasina lived in Southampton (a city 
in the South coast of England) and was working in the General Hospital 
I visited her and Helal Bhai.  Their children, Iftikhar and Mou, were at 
the time very little.  I was then living in Guernsey, an Island across the 
English Channel.  I visited the city a few more times -to attend my B.A. 
convocation and to visit other friends.   During all those visits, time was 
spent mostly at the friends’ homes being fed, watered and entertained by 
them (what could be nicer than that?).  During none of my visits had I 
taken much time to actually explore the city.  Little did I know though that 
years later, I would have to spend many weeks in Southampton and that I 
would be submerged in its rich and fascinating history.

My husband, Shahid, and I have to live in Southampton for more than 
nine weeks this year and as I write we have completed three of these 
weeks.  Shahid requires medical treatment at the General Hospital and 
we are being lodged in a very comfortable hotel near the City centre. As 
an out-patient Shahid has to go to the hospital once a day which leaves 
us with plenty of time on our hands.  Fortunately we always find plenty 
to do in these situations.  We are avid walkers.  We love going on walks 
around parks, and Southampton boasts of many excellent parks, through 
natural woods and rural as well as urban streets.  We also like finding 
places of interest on our walks.  So as soon as we found our bearings with 
the hospital visits and daily routines, we decided that we would spend our 
time exploring the town.

Our first walk took us through the City centre and down a road called the 
‘QEII Mile’.  To our great delight we discovered that the pavements along 
the road that ends at the quay a mile away contained stone slabs with the 
history of the city inscribed on them.  A most ingenious manner in which 
to present bite-sized history!  The bite-sized histories led us to dig deeper 
into the treasure trove that is Southampton’s history.Like most cities and 
towns around the world, Southampton’s history and development has 
primarily been affected by its geographical location.  Two major factors 
can be attributed to its continued importance as a place of significance; 
firstly, its situation on a major estuary on the English Channel coast with 
an unusual double high-tide and, secondly, its proximity to Winchester 
and London, the ancient and modern capitals of England.Modern day 
Southampton and its surrounding greater area has been settled since the 
Stone Age and numerous evidence of prehistoric tools and settlements 
remain here.  This has been an important trading port from the time of the 
Roman occupation (43-410 AD).  Southampton’s present location actually 
dates back to the Anglo Saxon period (400-1066) when it was moved 
across the river Itchen. The settlement was then known as Hamwic and or 
Hamtun and Anglo Saxon Chroniclers by the middle of the 11th century 
described it as South Hamtun.  The Chronicles tell us that Hamwic was a 
planned town, that it became a major port trading with the continent 
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and that it was a Royal administration centre.  This was the 
site of the Royal Mint for several Anglo Saxon Kings. A 
modern-day abbreviation for Southampton is So’ton and its 
inhabitants popularly referred to as Sotonians.
 
The Viking raids on Southampton between 700 and 1066 
disrupted trade with the continent.  The Viking King Canute 
defeated the Anglo-Saxon King Ethelred the Unready in 
1014 and was crowned in Southampton.  King Canute’s 
fabled attempt to “command” the tide to halt may have 
actually taken place in Southampton!

Southampton’s prosperity was assured following the 
Norman Conquest in 1066, when it became the major 
port of transit between Winchester (the capital of England 
until the early 12th Century) and Normandy.  During the 
mediaeval times (1154-1485) Henry II, the first King of the 
House of Plantagenet was a regular visitor and established 
Southampton Castle which was principally used to store the 
King’s wine.  Surviving remains of 12th Century merchants’ 
houses are evidence of the wealth that existed in the town at 
the time.  By the 13th century, Southampton was particularly 
involved in the trade of French wine and English wool.  My 
husband and I now walk past a park which is the site of the 
St. Mary Magdalen leper Hospital that was established in 
1173.  Bowls was first played regularly on the green adjacent 
to God’s House Hospital (founded in 1196) in 1299. The 
green still exists and is the world’s oldest surviving bowling 
green and we noticed on a Saturday that many people were 
enthusiastically playing the game.

In 1338, Southampton was attacked by the French and 
the pirate, Grimaldi, who used the plunder to help found 
the principality of Monaco – a fact that may be of special 
interest to those who follow the fortunes of Monaco’s royal 
family!After this attack, the city’s walls, parts of which date 
from 1175, were extensively improved and reinforced.

One of the most bloodthirsty pieces of Southampton history 
took place near the 12th century Red Lion pub on the 
High Street.  In 1415, immediately prior to King Henry V 
of England’s departure from Southampton to the Battle of 
Agincourt (he marched through Westgate which still stands) 
the ringleaders of the ‘Southampton Plot’ who were, Richard, 
Earl of Cambridge, Henry Scrope, 3rd Baron Scrope of 
Masham and Sir Thomas Grey of Heton, were tried and found 
guilty of high treason, before being summarily executed 
outside the Bargate.  Every time we walk down this street, I 
feel quite a chill going down my spine.  It is claimed that the 
pub itself is haunted by ghosts of centuries past!

Holy Rood Church

In memory of World War II victims
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Most of us are aware from our school histories that the Black 
Death reached England in 1348.  In this case, Southampton 
acted as an unfortunate conduit for disease and death because 
of the merchant vessels that regularly visited its port.  
Southampton itself was struck hard in June 1664 and lost 1700 
of its inhabitants by the time the epidemic ended in November 
1666.

During the Middle Ages, shipbuilding became an increasingly 
important industry and was to remain so for centuries to come 
but Southampton’s economic fortunes fluctuated during the 
Tudor period (1485-1603) because trade shifted to London.  
Although Southampton was a convenient port for the buccaneers 
that plundered Spanish ships in the English Channel and the 
Atlantic Ocean, this was also the original point of departure 
for the Pilgrim Fathers aboard the Mayflower in 1623 and a 
memorial can be found on Town Quay commemorating that 
historically significant exodus.  Since that time, Southampton 
has been the last port of call for millions of emigrants who 
left the Old World to start a new life in the USA, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, Barbados and other parts 
of the world.

During the Georgian era (1714-1795) Southampton became 
a fashionable Spa Town in 1740 thanks to the discovery of 
a spring of Chalybeate water. The area was laid out as Spa 
gardens and earned Royal Patronage. That further encouraged 
fashionable society to Southampton and aided its prosperity 
and development.  The fashionable attractions of the town 
caused coaching traffic to increase but with the arrival of 
railways, coaches became obsolete.  The town experienced 
major expansion during the Victorian era (1837-1901) when 
the docks were constructed and developed and the railway 
link to London fully opened.  Lovers of 19th century English 
literature would be interested to know that Jane Austen was 
a Sotonian who lived in what is now Old Town from 1807 
to1809.

The tragic loss of the ill-fated luxury liner RMS Titanic is 
known to us all and continues to be a haunting tale.  In common 
with most of the luxury liners of the time this massive liner 
sailed from Southampton on the 10th April, 1912 and was on its 
way to New York City in the U.S.  The liner sank in the North 
Atlantic Ocean in the early morning of 15th April, 1912 after 
colliding with an iceberg.  The sinking of the Titanic caused 
the deaths of 1,500 people in what is still considered to be 
the deadliest peacetime maritime disasters in modern history.  
Most of the crew of the Titanic were from Southampton.  549 
Sotonians died in the sinking so it’s apparent that almost all 
the families living in Southampton were directly affected by 
this immense tragedy.  A number of memorials around the City 
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poignantly commemorate those who perished in the Titanic.

Southampton’s port played a significant role during both the World Wars but its importance made it extremely 
vulnerable too.  The Second World War hit Southampton particularly hard and much of the city was levelled 
during the Blitz of November 1940.  476 tons of bombs were dropped on the City by the Luftwaffe.
Southampton was a prime target because of its general strategic importance as a major port and industrial 
area, and particularly because the Submarine Spitfire was designed, developed and built in Southampton. A 
total of 137 people died during the period of the Blitz, of which 96 were lost to direct hits on public air raid 
shelters. Thousands of buildings were damaged or destroyed.  Holy Rood Church built in 1320 was destroyed 
but in 1957 the shell of the church was dedicated as a memorial to the sailors of the Merchant Navy and 
another part to commemorate the crew of the Titanic.The port also served as a critical base for American 
soldiers amassing in secret for the D Day landings.

Old Town today still contains a wealth of historical attractions – 800 years old Bargate which was originally 
built as the main gateway to the mediaeval city stands as a prestigious entrance to the Old Town where 
one comes across the third longest stretch of unbroken mediaeval defensive walling in England, God’s 
House Tower built in 1417 and the original Tudor House are only a few of the many sites worth exploring.
Modern Southampton is vibrant, busy and multi-cultural.  According to a 2011 survey 236,900 people live 
here.  The port is vast, the Universities and the General Hospital world-renowned.  The City’s national and 
international travel links by road, sea and air are unmatched in the region. When we were taken by one of our 
Bangladeshi So’tonian friends to see a section of the vast port we were proudly informed by him that almost 
all of Bangladesh’s exported garments for the U.K. market arrive at Southampton on container ships.  Last 
week, we visited the main Art Gallery near the Civic Centre and found it to contain an impressive collection 
of European Art from the mediaeval period to the present day.  Southampton is still an important ocean liner 
port and often referred to as the cruise capital of the United Kingdom- from the window of our 9th floor hotel 
room we often spot enormous cruise liners waiting to set off. The Southampton Boat show is taking place next 
week and that should give us the opportunity to admire many fine nautical vessels.

There is so much to see and to keep us occupied in a place that we have, by necessity, had to make our home 
for over 2 months.   We are both grateful that such an interesting City is our home, even if temporary.

Memorial for the Titanic victims
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